Poems

Browning
1 Men and Women
2 Love Among the ruins
3 Fra Lippo Lippi
4 A Toccata of Caluppis
5 Any Wife to any Husband
6 An epistle Containing the strange medical experience of Karshish the arab Physician
7 Mesmerism
8 A serenade at the Villa
9 My Star
10 Instans Tyrannus
11 A Pretty Woman
12 Childe Roland. To the dark tower he came
13 Respectability
14 A Light Woman
15 The Statue and the bust
16 Love in Life
17 Life in a Love
18 How it Strikes a Contemporary
19 The Last Ride Together
20 The Patriot. An old Story
21 Master Huges of Sax-Goth
22 Bishop Blougram's Apology
23 Memorabilia
24 Andrea del Sarto
25 Before
26 After
27 In three Days
28 In a year
29 Old Pictures in Florence
30 In a Balcony – three Parts
31 Saul
32 De Gustibus
33 Women and roses
34 Protus
35 Holy Cross Day
36 The Guardian Angel. A Picture at Fano
37 Cleon
38 The Twins
39 Popularity
40 The Heretic's Tragedy. A Middle Age Interlude
41 Two in the Campagna
42 A Grammarian's funeral
43 One Way of Love
44 Another Way of Love
45 Transcendentalism. A Poem in twelve books
46 Misconceptions
47 One Word More

Byron
1 Poas 32 An ironical Encomium
2 Poas 33 A supplement to the last Will and Testament of Anthony earl of Shaftesbury
3 Poas 34 The Newmarket song
4 Poas 41 the Reward of Loyalty
5 Poas 42 An Epitath on Lamentable Lory
6 Poas 43 The dissenters' Thanksgiving for the Late Declaration
7 Poas 52 On the late Metamorphosis of an Old Picture of King William

Walter Scott
1 O holy Palmer she began
2 A while he glozed upon the cause
3 A clerk could tell
4 King Arthur has ridden
5 Matilda! thou has seen me start